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Abstract 12 

Within the last decade efforts in geophysical detection and monitoring of fossil fuel releases into 13 

the subsurface have shown increasing success, including the ability to geophysically detect and 14 

delineate enhanced and natural biodegradation and remediation activities.  The substitution of 15 

biofuels, such as ethanol, for fossil fuels is becoming persistent in the national and international 16 

marketplace making it subject to the same types of accidental releases and exposure scenarios 17 

currently associated with the transport and storage of fossil fuels.  Thus, there is interest from 18 

both academics and regulators to investigate the feasibility of applying geophysical 19 

methodologies to biofuel releases. In this study, we performed an experimental and numerical 20 



investigation of the feasibility of using ground penetrating radar (GPR) to monitor the migration 21 

of an ethanol release. A tank scale model of a closed hydrologic system was prepared with 22 

Ottawa sand and instrumented with an automated gantry measurement apparatus for time-lapse 23 

measurement of zero offset and coincident GPR reflections on multiple horizontal planes. 24 

Measurements were acquired in the unsaturated and saturated zones throughout the injection and 25 

transport of the ethanol release. The results of the monitoring suggest a measureable contrast 26 

within both time and frequency domains of the GPR data coincident with the ethanol release and 27 

subsequent migration.  We conclude that the monitoring of ethanol in a sand matrix at various 28 

levels of saturation is possible with GPR. 29 

 30 
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1.0  Introduction 32 

Ethanol use has grown in recent years due in large part to its inclusion in fuels as an emissions 33 

reducing fuel oxygenate.  The additional draw to ethanol has been to replace methyl tertiary-34 

butyl ether (MTBE) as a fuel oxygenate in reformulated gasoline (up to 10 percent by volume in 35 

gasoline) due to the solubility of MTBE in groundwater and its carcinogenic effects (Wheals et 36 

al., 1999).  “Flex Fuel” vehicles utilizing E85 (85 percent ethanol, 15 percent gasoline) have also 37 

contributed to the use and distribution of ethanol. While ethanol is not considered to be directly 38 

harmful to human health, its use has indirect consequences through secondary environmental 39 

effects.  40 

The potential for ethanol to also impact groundwater has been the focus of many studies in recent 41 

years.  Researchers have found the addition of ethanol to the subsurface in the presence of 42 



benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes (BTEX) reduces natural attenuation of the harmful 43 

BTEX compounds because ethanol is preferentially biodegraded (Corseuil et al., 1998; Ruiz-44 

Aguilar et al., 2003; Powers et al., 2001; MacKay et al., 2006).  Additionally, ethanol has 45 

cosolvency effects on existing non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) allowing transport and 46 

partitioning of harmful and otherwise immobile chemicals in the subsurface (Da Silva et al., 47 

2002; McDowell et al., 2003; Gomez & Alvarez, 2009; Frietas, 2009).  Gasoline mixed with 48 

ethanol has also been shown to penetrate clay layers that would otherwise be impenetrable to 49 

gasoline alone (Stallard et al., 1997).  Multiple studies have shown the degradation of ethanol to 50 

result in methane production at potentially hazardous levels (MacKay et al. 2006; Frietas et al., 51 

2010a; Frietas et al., 2010b ).   52 

Physical property differences between ethanol and water suggest geophysical imaging methods 53 

such as resistivity, induced polarization, and high frequency electromagnetic methods can 54 

provide a means of differentiating between water-saturated pore spaces and ethanol-saturated 55 

pore spaces in the subsurface (McNaughton et al., 2009; Henderson et al., 2010; Glaser et al., 56 

2010; Personna et al., 2011a; Personna et al., 2011b ; Glaser et al., 2011).  Lucius et al. (1992) 57 

showed ethanol to be miscible in water, with a density of 0.79, a relative dielectric permittivity 58 

(dielectric) of 25 (at 20 deg C), and a frequency dependent response.  When compared with the 59 

dielectric of water (80), there should be sufficient contrast to detect the presence of ethanol 60 

(Glaser et al., 2010; Henderson et al., 2010; Glaser et al., 2011).  Additionally, even though 61 

ethanol is known to be miscible in water, laboratory experiments have shown that the ethanol can 62 

be retained within the capillary fringe rather than infiltrating to the saturated zone (Frietas and 63 

Barker, 2009; Glaser et al., 2010; Henderson et al., 2010; Glaser et al., 2011).   A reduced 64 

dielectric permittivity should be observed in areas where ethanol and water readily mix, while 65 



areas previously occupied by air (dielectric of 1) in the pore-space should also demonstrate an 66 

increase in the dielectric due to the wetting of pore space by the ethanol (Hagrey and Müller, 67 

2000; Farmani et al., 2008). 68 

In this work we investigated an ethanol release with ground penetrating radar (GPR), with the 69 

main objective to demonstrate that the method is capable of discerning the movement of ethanol 70 

within a sandy host environment.  GPR is a high resolution electromagnetic geophysical method 71 

capable of discerning contrasts in bulk dielectric based on varying volumetric mixtures of soil, 72 

air, water, and ethanol.  The release was conducted in a highly controlled setting, i.e., a sand tank 73 

with known geometrical, hydrological, and electrical parameters (Birken and Versteeg, 2000; 74 

Versteeg and Birken, 2001; Versteeg, 2004; Loeffler and Bano, 2004: Bano, 2006; Mazella and 75 

Majer, 2006; Benedetto, 2010).  Mixing models and FDTD modeling were also completed in an 76 

effort to understand the individual contributions to the resulting GPR profiles from ethanol 77 

mixing and tank geometry (Bano et al., 2009).  The GPR models were run with different 78 

dielectric values to span the range of expected laboratory conditions.  For the laboratory 79 

experiment, we used variations in reflected electromagnetic wave amplitude, two-way travel 80 

time of the wave, and power spectra to make assessments of ethanol in the saturated zone, 81 

unsaturated zone, and within the capillary fringe.  With this laboratory study, the GPR method 82 

will be shown to have sufficient sensitivity to warrant additional investigations at the field scale. 83 

2.0 Ground Penetrating Radar Wave Propagation and Analysis   84 

GPR utilizes electromagnetic radio waves in a frequency range of 50 Mhz - 2 Ghz, which are 85 

emitted by a transmitting antenna. The resulting reflected and refracted waves are recorded by a 86 

receiving antenna that measures the voltage amplitude over time, called a trace. GPR is used 87 



extensively to investigate both near surface soils as well as a range of engineered structures such 88 

as roads and bridges.  Propagation and reflection of the radio wave through any medium depends 89 

on the dielectric and other electromagnetic properties of the medium.   90 

GPR measurements can be made in a transmission configuration or a reflection configuration.    91 

The transmission configuration generally measures the volume of the earth (or sample) located 92 

between the two antennas, usually borehole to borehole.  The reflection configuration relies on 93 

reflections resulting from contrasts in the dielectric properties of the soil for antennas on the 94 

same soil plane, for example on the ground surface or within a single borehole. 95 

2.1 Wave Propagation Theory 96 

The propagation of GPR energy into the subsurface can be described using Maxwell’s equations 97 

(Carcione, 1996; and Greaves et al., 1996).  The factors which control the arrival time and shape 98 

of the waveform are the velocity and attenuation of the wave in the medium (Davis and Annan, 99 

1989).  The velocity (Vm) of radio waves is dependent upon the relative dielectric permittivity 100 

( r) and the relative magnetic permeability ( r) in proportion to the speed of light in free space (c 101 

= 299.8 mm/ns): 102 
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where the loss factor is represented by  P, generally expressed as: 104 
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Frequency is denoted as f,  is the electrical conductivity, and 0 is the dielectric permittivity of 106 

free space (8.854 x 10
-12

 F/m).  In non-magnetic materials, r is approximately 1 (Reynolds, 107 

1997).  Equations 1 and 2 are valid only for real values of permittivity and conductivity.  108 

Furthermore, Davis and Annan (1989) show that in low-loss geologic materials, P is 109 

approximately zero, reducing Equation 1 to: 110 
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For heterogeneous materials of contrasting dielectric values, a reflection coefficient ( R ) at a 112 

given interface with no signal loss, and for the case of normally incident signal only, is 113 

quantified by (Conyers and Goodman, 1997): 114 
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where the relative dielectric constants of the layer on either side of the interface are represented 116 

by a and b, respectively.  The transmission coefficient, T, is simply: 117 

1T R

          (5)

 118 

It is important to note the transmission coefficient calculation as presented is also only valid for 119 

vertically incident waves.  GPR signals are attenuated through multiple mechanisms.  Every 120 

reflection at a dielectric interface results in some loss of energy available for the deeper 121 

reflections, thus attenuating the signal (Reynolds, 1997).  Signal loss due to refraction along a 122 

high velocity interface, such as that of air and the ground surface, can also occur (Rucker and 123 

Ferré, 2003).  Additional modes of signal loss include: signal scattering due to inhomogeneities 124 



within the medium (Doolittle and Collins, 1995; Benedetto, 2010); scattering from thin layers or 125 

point sources like cobbles (Davis and Annan, 1989); objects that have dimensions comparable to 126 

the signal wavelength, i.e., Mie scattering (Reynolds, 1997; Bano, 2006), or the many facets of 127 

pore specific conditions, including but not limited to, pore structure, pore shape, pore fluid 128 

distribution, and pore fluid chemistry (Sen et al., 1981; Sen et al., 1984; Kenyon, 1984; Shen et 129 

al., 1985; Tyc et al., 1988; Friedman, 1998; Jones and Friedman, 2000; Cosenza et al., 2003; 130 

Chen and Or, 2006; and Endres and Bertrand, 2006).    131 

The frequency-dependent attenuation factor ( ) provides the attenuation for a specific frequency 132 

for a given medium with known conductivity, magnetic permeability , and dielectric properties is 133 

represented by: 134 
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Again, assuming a low loss medium, Davis and Annan (1989) show that equation (6) can be 136 

simplified as: 137 

r
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The attenuation factor is given in dB/m, and gives the rate at which electromagnetic energy is 139 

dissipated into the ground.  Additionally, the wave amplitude will decrease inversely with 140 

distance from the source due to geometric spreading (Annan, 2001).  Since the presence of pore 141 

water will affect both the dielectric and the conductivity of the medium, the attenuation factor of 142 

a soil has been used to estimate soil water content (Olver and Cuthbert, 1988).   Within the 143 



context of this study, the relative attenuation factor differences and reflection amplitude values 144 

are likely to be the most descriptive variables for detecting the presence (or absence) of ethanol 145 

throughout the soil column. 146 

2.2 Sensitivity of GPR to the Detection of Ethanol within the Vadose and Saturated Zones 147 

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the GPR method, synthetic models were generated for a series 148 

of binary layered systems.  The models were conducted to understand expected response from 149 

both the relative attenuation factor and reflection amplitude and whether GPR could be used to 150 

discern an ethanol release.   Table 1 displays the geoelectrical variables (dielectric and electrical 151 

conductivity) taken from Wightman et al. (2003) and Werkema et al. (2010), as well as the wave 152 

propagation variables (velocity and calculated attenuation factor) associated with the individual 153 

constituents of the synthetic model demonstration.  Air, water, and ethanol values are presented 154 

independent of a sand matrix in an attempt to understand the contributions of each component 155 

prior to the effects of their interactions.  The dielectric of dry, moist, and wet sand mixtures were 156 

calculated from a modified Topp’s equation (Rucker and Ferré, 2004), assuming a 3%, 20%, and 157 

40% moisture content by volume, respectively.  Porosity was also assumed to be 40%. 158 

Table 2 lists the various interface models and values from which the reflection coefficients were 159 

calculated.  Conditions A through F examine simple comparisons between a soil and a pure fluid, 160 

including a dry and wet sand with water, air, or ethanol.  Conditions G through J focuses on two 161 

different soils for which the pore space is occupied by air, air and ethanol, air and water, or air, 162 

water, and ethanol.  Additionally, for these last set of conditions, three mixing models are used to 163 

estimate the dielectric, namely the parallel, cubic, and Complex Refractive Index Model (CRIM) 164 

mixing models.  The mixing models represent varying levels of complexity, accounting for 165 



additional geometric and geologic parameters as we increase from parallel to CRIM.  The 166 

parallel mixing model is based on Maxwell’s equations (Borrow et al., 1997; Yoon et al., 2003): 167 

bbaar VV         (8) 168 

where r is the estimated relative dielectric, Va and Vb are the volume fractions of material a and 169 

b respectively, while a and b are the dielectric of the two materials.  The cubic mixing model is 170 

used in an attempt to better compensate for fluid mixtures dispersed into the soil grains, 171 

accounting for both parallel and series mixing geometries (Borrow et al., 1997; Orbey and 172 

Sandler, 1998; Yoon et al., 2003): 173 
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Both the parallel and cubic mixing models allow for only two phases.  To model greater than two 175 

phases the models were nested within the models, i.e., the relative dielectric permittivity was 176 

calculated for the mixing of water and ethanol, and the resulting value was then used in the 177 

mixing of water /ethanol with the silica matrix.  This approach produced reasonable values; 178 

however, the CRIM is widely held as an industry standard for 1D GPR modeling, and 179 

specifically differentiates between pore space and matrix, allowing for multiphase mixing (Roth 180 

et al., 1990; Endres and Knight, 1992): 181 
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For the case of a three phase mineral/water/NAPL mixture, Ajo-Franklin et al. (2004) describe 183 

CRIM as: 184 



2
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In this study the NAPL component is replaced by ethanol.  As we were working in both saturated 186 

and unsaturated conditions our modeling attempts to use a four phase system additionally 187 

accounting for the presence of air in the pore space: 188 

2
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where the total effective dielectric constant ( r) is estimated from the relative proportion of 190 

variables within the pore space ( ) to that of the matrix (1- ).  Within the first term we account 191 

for the individual constituents of the pore space, namely: water (w), ethanol (e), and air (a).  The 192 

second term of Equation 12 accounts for the contribution from the soil matrix (m). The three 193 

mixing models will provide similar relative dielectric values for conditions where the dielectric 194 

of each individual material is also similar.  For greater differences in dielectric, the cubic mixing 195 

model produces a lower value.  196 

Table 2 displays the dielectric and wave velocity values for each medium.  From these, reflection 197 

and transmission coefficients are calculated.  We chose to present the absolute value of the 198 

reflection coefficient to highlight the general strength of received wave.  Wherever ethanol is 199 

indicated in the table, values are based on a combination of ethanol with a common tracer dye 200 

known as Brillant Blue FCF (BB).   BB was added to the ethanol in the sand tank experiment in 201 

an effort to visualize its movement through the subsurface.  Confirmation of the GPR 202 

interpretations was conducted through time-lapse photography, which captured conditions at a 203 

rate of 1 image per 1 minute interval.  Adding the dye enhanced the visualization, but changed 204 

the electrical conductivity of the mixture from 2.5 x 10
-8

 S/m to 1.5 x 10
-7 

S/m.  While this 205 



represents a change in electrical conductivity of more than an order of magnitude, the change in 206 

dielectric constant is negligible compared to the range of the other model components.   207 

Conditions A through C of Table 2 represent the basic components in the unsaturated zone.  In 208 

each of these combinations a high reflection coefficient is shown, which suggests an interface 209 

composed of a dry sand and a pure fluid would provide a strong reflection. To help compare the 210 

reflection coefficient among the different conditions, a fuzzy rating system was developed based 211 

on each reflection coefficient as to whether the target interface is of a good quality, i.e. is the 212 

reflected amplitude of sufficient intensity to likely be observed in a GPR trace.  The ratings for 213 

the various conditions, shown visually in Figure 1, consist of Poor (≤0.10), Good (0.10-0.30), 214 

Very Good (0.30-0.50), and Excellent (0.50-1.00), and based on the authors’ prior experience 215 

with GPR.  Conditions A through C demonstrate qualities of good, very good, and excellent, 216 

respectively. 217 

The saturated zone is represented by wet sand in conditions D through F.  The results indicate 218 

that the interface between wet sand and air should be an excellent target while the wet sand and 219 

pure ethanol interface is a poor reflector and not likely to be detected given the similar dielectric 220 

values.     221 

Estimates of more realistic interface properties are shown in conditions G through J representing 222 

a sand matrix with variable volume fractions of air, water, and ethanol.  The dielectric constants 223 

are calculated based on  the parallel, cubic , and CRIM models. For instance, conditions Gp ,Gc,, 224 

and Gcrim examines a target interface between a dry sand and a dry sand with 20% ethanol.  225 

Regardless of the mixing model, the estimated quality of this reflected target is good.  Condition 226 

H(p,c,crim) represents the introduction of ethanol above the capillary fringe, where moist sand and 227 



sand with approximately half the pore space occupied by ethanol is tested.  Depending on the 228 

mixing model, the quality of the target is either poor or good.  The latter is due to the cubic 229 

mixing model having a slightly lowered dielectric for the ethanol mix.  Given the greater 230 

complexity of the cubic model, we assume accounting for the additional geometry within the 231 

mixing model should result in a more accurate prediction of target quality.  Lastly, conditions 232 

I(p,c,crim) and J(p,c,crim) are most similar to the introduction of ethanol into the saturated zone.  If the 233 

ethanol displaces water and occupies a large portion of the pore space (condition I), then the 234 

reflection amplitudes are higher and target qualities are good.  However, if the ethanol is diffuse 235 

with a lower volume fraction, the target quality is quite poor.  In summary, conditions Gp,c,crim 236 

through Jp,c,crim suggest that ethanol should be easily detected in the unsaturated soil, less so in a 237 

soil with a capillary fringe, and the saturated soil has a low likelihood of detection unless the 238 

volume fraction of ethanol is high.  With the very basic components modeled here, all three 239 

mixing models, from simple to geologically accurate, performed similarly. 240 

3.0  Experimental Methods 241 

3.1 Description of Laboratory Tank Model and Measurement System 242 

A 124 cm x 48 cm x 78 cm glass tank was filled with F-45 Ottawa sand from U.S. Silica 243 

(Ottawa, IL), ranging in grain size from 0.1 mm to 0.85 mm.  The tank was located within a 244 

temperature-controlled laboratory, which remained 21
o
C +/- 2

o 
C throughout the duration of the 245 

experiment.  Within the tank, the location for the ethanol release was chosen at an offset 246 

location, along the length of the tank, to limit false positives due to GPR reflections received as a 247 

result of the tank boundaries.  A line-source release point was designed to simulate a pipeline 248 

leak, and Figure 2A through 2C show the layout of the tank, release point, and other hydrological 249 



boundaries.  The release point consisted of a half-inch diameter PVC pipe centered and leveled 250 

within a 10 cm x 48 cm x 10 cm pea gravel trench.  The pipe was screened only on the top side 251 

with 0.3 cm openings every 1.3 cm along the length of the pipe.  This ethanol release design 252 

allowed for an even flow of ethanol across the length of the pipe. 253 

For visual observation of the ethanol release and infiltration into the tank, the ethanol was dyed 254 

with BB.  Koestel et al. (2008) showed that BB can be used as a visual and electrical tracer in 255 

electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) experiments.    Brilliant Blue is not a perfectly 256 

conservative tracer as it has been shown to exhibit retardation in unsaturated flow due to 257 

nonlinear absorption to the soil matrices (Flury and Flühler, 1995; Kasteel et al., 2002).  258 

However, it is ideal for illustrating water flow pathways in soils (Haarder et al., 2011).   259 

Water was pumped into the tank at an access point screened only within the intended saturated 260 

area (approximately 55 liters at a rate of 22 L/h). This resulted in the  top of the capillary fringe 261 

at 45 cm below the tank’s surface (bts), the top of the saturated zone at 55 cm bts, and the bottom 262 

of the tank was located at 78 cm bts. It is assumed that the glass tank represents a closed 263 

hydrologic system with no influx or outflux of fluid, excepting the ethanol release.  The ethanol 264 

release point was located at 25 cm bts, and denatured ethanol dyed with Brilliant Blue was 265 

pumped via a peristaltic pump into the system at a rate of approximately 1L/hr over 7 hours, 266 

resulting in a total of 7 L released into the tank.  The injection of ethanol should result in a 267 

mounded water table.   268 

A gantry system (Figure 2D) was used to automate the acquisition of GPR data over the injection 269 

and recovery period (Versteeg and Birken, 2001; Birken and Versteeg, 2000; Versteeg, 2004).  270 

We used two 800 Mhz antennas (combined transmitter and receiver) operated by a Mala CUII 271 



four channel control unit and Mala Groundvision acquisition system. The system is externally 272 

controlled by a PC to allow for continuous data acquisition.   The multichannel antenna 273 

configuration allows the acquisition of four different GPR data sets in a single acquisition run: 274 

two reflection datasets, and two transillumination datasets.  For the purpose of this discussion, 275 

we are limiting the analysis to a fixed-offset reflection dataset. The Mala system also has the 276 

capability of geo-referencing the antenna position through serial input from a standard GPS.   277 

The antennae position data were sent to the Mala system via the gantry Java control software, 278 

which creates a GPS formatted string of the gantry system position data.  In this manner the 279 

actual position of the antennas during acquisition is integrated with the Mala GPR data 280 

acquisition. As currently configured, our system moves in an XZ plane along the tank, as the Y 281 

position stays constant.  282 

At the beginning and end of the experiment, a full characterization  data set was acquired 283 

obtaining twelve profiles where the depth position incrementally increased in steps of 7.5 cm.  284 

The characterization dataset took approximately 15 minutes to acquire.  For the monitoring data 285 

sets during the ethanol release, six equally spaced profiles were acquired in increments of 15 cm. 286 

Each monitoring data set required 6 minutes to complete.  A total of 154 fixed-offset reflection 287 

data files were acquired over the investigation period, which spanned approximately 16.5 hours.  288 

For the purpose of visual correlation of results, photographs of the tank side view were acquired 289 

at 1 minute interval during the investigation. Finally, it is important to note that the configuration 290 

of the antennas in this study most closely represent a borehole field survey rather than a surface 291 

field survey, since the measurements are made on the side of the soil column rather than from 292 

above.  That is the two-way travel time along the y-axis of the GPR data profiles represent GPR 293 

travel time propagating horizontally through the side of the tank. 294 



3.2 FDTD Modeling of Laboratory Tank Model 295 

A two-dimensional FDTD ground penetrating radar model was used to track the arrival of 296 

reflected and refracted waves at the receiver antenna for the simulated tank environment.  The 297 

numerical model, developed by Irving and Knight (2006), was chosen for the task based on its 298 

ease of use and implementation.  The modeling exercise was conducted to demonstrate the 299 

potential for refracted and reflected waves along adjacent and far side walls to interfere with 300 

direct interpretation of reflections from an ethanol release.  Rucker (2011) also found the 301 

numerical model useful when evaluating first arrival travel time data from refracted waves in the 302 

transmission configuration.  Figure 4A shows the dimensions of the simulated tank, which for 303 

simplicity, contained a single material of constant dielectric.  An 800 MHz pulse was simulated 304 

at the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX) was stationed nearby to record the incoming waves.  305 

To mimic the gantry system, the TX/RX antennas were moved from left to right across the tank.  306 

The adjacent and far walls are labeled to help in the discussion for boundary reflection and 307 

refraction events.  The tank was surrounded by air with a dielectric of one. 308 

Figure 4B through 4D show the results of the received wave for three dielectric values 309 

representing dry sand, dry sand with 20% ethanol, and wet sand with 5% ethanol.  The results are 310 

presented as amplitude of voltage for the electric field.  In each example the first wave to arrive 311 

is the direct wave through air from TX to RX.  In Figure 4B, the next set of arrivals and locations 312 

from which the arrivals came are labeled to the left.  Based on the two-way travel time, a 313 

material of dielectric 3.3 will have a reflection event arrive at 6.05 ns from wall B. At the far left 314 

side of the tank, the reflection from wall B and critical refraction along wall A nearly arrive at 315 

the same time.  As the antennas move closer to the center of the tank, the reflection from wall B 316 

is constant while the arrival of the refraction takes longer due to the longer distance traveled.  317 



The strong, high amplitude event at later times represent a refraction from the far wall C.  The 318 

arrival time from wall C decreases as the antennas move closer to that wall.  Multiples are also 319 

observed, for example multiple reflections from wall B will occur in integer harmonics of 6.05 320 

ns, but get weaker over time.  Lastly, a few side wall reflections are also observed, as their 321 

arrivals are hyperbolic in nature.  The most notable is the side wall reflection that occurs from 322 

wall A immediately after the refraction from wall A.  As the antennas move closer to the center, 323 

the refraction and reflection arrivals diverge. 324 

As the dielectric increases in value, the intensity of the refracted events decrease.  The highest 325 

dielectric material in Figure 4D shows only a slight contribution from refraction in early time. In 326 

late time, the arrivals appear reflective in nature, albeit weak.   327 

4.0 Results & Discussion 328 

Our discussion focuses on the results from a select data set, which consists of three horizontal 329 

profiles at eight times throughout the 17 hour duration of the experiment.  Presentation times 330 

were selected closer together nearer the injection time and then further apart as time progressed.  331 

For reference, Figure 3 shows the locations of the profiles (profiles 9, 21, and 33) overlain on the 332 

time-lapse photograph for each selected time, which are labeled A through H.   Profile 9 is 333 

located within the unsaturated zone, above the capillary fringe and below the injection point.  334 

Profile 21 is located within the capillary fringe, and profile 33 is located just below the water 335 

table. 336 

Figures 5 through 7 show the results for each of the selected profiles as a series of contoured 337 

amplitude plots, and a single trace within the immediate vicinity of the injection point plotted 338 

adjacent to each profile.  The time axes for each subplot in the figures were corrected to 339 



accommodate a direct arrival from TX to RX with a separation of 0.14 m.  The Time A trace, 340 

representing the baseline condition prior to the ethanol release, is then compared to traces from 341 

each subsequent data acquisition time (B-H), resulting in a direct visual comparison of changes 342 

in reflection amplitude and velocity as time progressed.     343 

The data within profile 9 (Figure 5) show several reflections in the first 10 ns from adjacent tank 344 

walls, the far tank wall, the top air boundary, and the lower water table boundary.  Although the 345 

sand in the tank is fairly dry with a low dielectric, there are no obvious refractions from the 346 

adjacent walls as seen in the FDTD modeling examples.  Understanding the exact boundary for 347 

each reflection event is tenuous; however, we estimate the reflection due to effects from the 348 

ethanol release start around 7 ns.  Before this time, the arrivals remain relatively uniform across 349 

the tank and across time, as seen in the marker at 4 ns.  The most obvious effects of the release 350 

occur immediately after cessation of ethanol release (Figure 5G), where the first half of the tank 351 

sees signal dampening between 5 and 10 ns, due to the ethanol loading the water table and 352 

subsequent vertical displacement of the groundwater towards the opposite side of the tank.  Bano 353 

(2006) explains a reduced or nonexistent reflection in transition zones above a water table due to 354 

the ratio of transition layer thickness to the wavelength of the signal.  Although our data is not 355 

acquired with vertical incidence, this can be applied to our results, which indicate a clear target 356 

seen from the loading effect within the closed system.  Based on hydrological grounds it is 357 

reasonable to assume that the mounding will have an increasing moisture content moving from 358 

the outside in. This suggests that our transition zone thickness (i.e. the boundary from the 359 

saturated portion of the mounding to the unsaturated portion) is less than half that of our 360 

dominant wavelength (800 MHz).  Signal dampening is also observed along the second half of 361 

the time G profile at 14 to 17 ns.  The release is at 1.82 m, and traces extracted from this location 362 



show a significant signal dampening and delay relative to background.  The dampening at this 363 

location seems to begin around time C and then starts to return to background around time H.  364 

The  greatest change in target strength is observed after the end of the injection.  Since this 365 

profile is located very near to the injection point, it is reasonable to assume that the response in 366 

this region is due to the residual liquid, but is mostly a function of volatilized gas phase ethanol 367 

in the pore-space.  Variations in pore-space gas content have been shown to affect GPR imaging 368 

results.  369 

Figure 6 shows the same series of amplitude contours for profile 21, located just above the water 370 

table along the capillary fringe.  Again, the first 5 ns of reflection arrivals remain constant 371 

throughout the experiment.  In fact, no real change in amplitudes occur until about two hours into 372 

the release (Figure 6E).  Here, we see amplitude dampening along the marker arrivals at around 373 

15 ns.  In Figure 6F, a bright spot appears at the release location, indicating reflections from the 374 

ethanol as it migrates downward through the vadose zone.  Similar to profile 9, we also see 375 

strong reflections in the first half of the tank between 15 and 17 ns.  By the end of the 376 

experiment, reflections for the first 13 ns return to prerelease conditions, but the later times show 377 

signal dampening and a phase shift relative to baseline. 378 

Figure 7 shows the amplitude contours and individual traces at the release for saturated soil, 379 

below the water table.  The most significant events occur after 15 ns, and there is evidence of 380 

refraction at the adjacent walls.  Evidence of the ethanol release start to show around two hours, 381 

with events arriving slightly faster with the ethanol than without.  This is due to the lower 382 

dielectric of the ethanol compared to water, allowing a faster travel time.  A bright spot also 383 

appears at the two hour mark.  By the end of the experiment, the timing of events have returned 384 

to baseline conditions. However, the strength of those events appear to have higher amplitudes.   385 



The nature of this response can be explained one of three ways: first the ethanol may impact the 386 

water table, then through a LNAPL like buoyancy, rebound to the water table surface and spread 387 

laterally through the capillary fringe; second the ethanol may mix readily with the water and 388 

separate from the brilliant blue dye, leaving only the dye in the capillary zone; or finally, some of 389 

the ethanol may be retained in the porespace below the water table while the majority returned to 390 

the capillary fringe and continued to spread laterally. The photographic evidence shows only that 391 

a blue layer is established in the capillary fringe which then spreads laterally.  A complementary 392 

laboratory ethanol tank study, completed at the same time as this work looks at  a side by side 393 

comparison of electrical resistance tomography (ERT) imaging with time-lapse photographic 394 

imaging.  The initial results from that effort show the electrical signature of  ethanol present 395 

below the water table even after the photographic evidence indicates otherwise.  Preliminary 396 

results are available in Glaser (2011). 397 

To investigate the dispersive nature of the ethanol, the frequency content of the GPR traces were 398 

examined through the power spectrum.  The power spectrum is simply the square of the absolute 399 

value of the Fourier transform, and was conducted on each trace after removing the mean value 400 

(DC component).  Figure 8 shows the results of the log-transformed, contoured power spectra for 401 

all three profiles at two times: before ethanol release and after the cessation of the release.  402 

Figure 8A shows that for the vadose zone in dry conditions, the main signal component of the 403 

radar pulse is in the range of 400 to 1600 MHz, or one-half to double the center frequency.  By 404 

the end of the experiment (Figure 8B), the power at 400 MHz has increased by about an order of 405 

magnitude and the higher frequencies have lost significant power. 406 

To summarize and compare power spectra across time, the total power was computed through 407 

integration of each power trace.  Figure 8C shows the total power across the tank, comparing 408 



four snapshots during the release to the baseline, beginning at two hours.  The total power at two 409 

hours shows a marked decrease centered at the release point, with a width of about 0.30 cm.  410 

Since the pore space is filling with a dispersive dielectric fluid, the power reduction is expected.  411 

As the release continues, we observed the spread outward to about 45 cm.  Curiously, the 412 

beginning portion of the tank also sees a decrease in power, likely from the effects of reflections 413 

off the plume.  By the end of the experiment at 16 hours, there is a slight recovery beneath the 414 

release but a large loss on the left side. 415 

The power spectra of profile 21 (Figure 8D) shows much of the power in the frequency range of 416 

600 MHz to 800 MHz, and the power is higher towards the left side of the tank.  After the release 417 

(Figure 8E), the power in the left side is significantly lower than the region below the release on 418 

the other side of the tank.  Based on the time-lapse photography, we interpret this as the vertical 419 

expansion of the capillary zone and mounding of the water table due to the addition of ethanol.  420 

Since this is a closed system, and the ethanol entered the system asymmetrically, there was a 421 

“loading” effect observed where the ethanol displaced the water towards the other side of the 422 

tank.  Given that ethanol is a lower dielectric than water, the loading allowed a higher signal 423 

strength to penetrate the contaminated region.  The total power of Figure 8F shows the history of 424 

the release, with a plume spread of about 30 cm after four hours into the release compared to a 425 

similar spread at two hours for profile 9.  Relative to baseline, the ethanol plume shows a higher 426 

total power and the addition of water to the left side of the tank shows a lower total power.  By 8 427 

hours, the left half of the tank represents water and the right half represents ethanol.  At 16 hours, 428 

it looks as though mixing may have occurred and there is no longer a sharp contrast at the fluid 429 

boundary. 430 



The power spectra of profile 33 shows little change in pre and post release conditions.  Both 431 

times have much lower values than those above.  Figure 8I shows that the most significant 432 

change in the total power occurs beneath the release at 16 hours, after mixing of water and 433 

ethanol has decreased the dielectric.   434 

These results indicate detection of an ethanol release in an idyllic laboratory setting is achievable 435 

through reflectivity, velocity, and power analyses, at three different levels of saturation.  While 436 

we acknowledge the limitations associated with varying subsurface geologic conditions at an 437 

actual release site, we postulate that some of the negative effects associated with these 438 

limitations could be offset due to the enhanced response from biogenic gases generated through 439 

the microbial activity associated with natural attenuation of the released ethanol.  For example, 440 

Comas et al., (2005), have field demonstrated the sensitivity of GPR measurements to changes in 441 

porespace gas content due to the degrading organic matter and subsequent generation of carbon 442 

dioxide in large northern peat basins.  While, At hydrocarbon spill sites, McGlashan et al. (2012) 443 

show measureable changes in velocity associated with biogenic gas formation at an E10 release.  444 

Lopes de Castro and Branco (2003), also discuss the low reflectivity zones associated with vapor 445 

phase hydrocarbons and enhanced reflections associated with free and residual products directly 446 

above the water table.  McNaughton (2011) observed a shallow high reflectivity associated with 447 

an E10 release at the Borden site, and a gradual decrease in reflectivity at the periphery of the 448 

plume with time.  Mosquera (2012) observed similar results with E95 at the Borden site, noting a 449 

velocity pull-up with time at 450MHz.  Reduction of reflection amplitude and increasing travel-450 

time were observed with the duration of the experiment both cases.  Each example bolsters the 451 

claim of practical field deployment and successful usage of GPR to image an ethanol-specific 452 

release. 453 



 5.0  Conclusions 454 

An ethanol target was detected using GPR within three water-saturated conditions: in the 455 

unsaturated zone, at the capillary fringe, and in the saturated zone.  The GPR results indicate an 456 

ability to detect variations in reflection amplitude, two-way travel time, and power spectra when 457 

compared to a baseline dataset.  The GPR reflection results suggest ethanol within the vadose 458 

zone is the most suitable target for high frequency ground penetrating radar assuming a 459 

predominantly sand matrix.  The experiment also tends to confirm previous work, which 460 

suggests ethanol will reside in the capillary fringe rather than to mix readily into the 461 

groundwater, but can be retained in the effected pore space below the potentiometric surface.  462 

Overall, these results indicate that the detection of ethanol in a sand matrix at various levels of 463 

saturation can be achieved using GPR.      464 
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 650 

Figure Captions 651 

Figure 1.  Computed reflection coefficients and quality ratings for conditions presented Table 2. 652 

Figure 2. a) Plan view schematic of the tank set up indicating line source injection point, 653 

materials, and antenna placement. b) Side view schematic indicating line source location and 654 

http://www.epa.gov/esd/cmb/GeophysicsWebsite/index.html


relative profile locations.  Note that the side view is from the south side of the tank, while the 655 

results presented below are from the north side of the tank, thus a mirror image should be 656 

considered when comparing these results. c) Photograph of the construction of the line source 657 

injection point. d) Photograph of the gantry acquisition system, control unit, and tank 658 

configuration. 659 

Figure 3.  Time lapse photography at times A through H.  Profiles 9, 21 and 33 are indicated in 660 

green, red, and blue respectively.  Note the blue dyed ethanol at times G and H outlined in 661 

yellow. 662 

Figure 4.  FDTD modeling of simulated tank with 800 MHz antennas and TX/RX separation of 663 

0.1m.  A) tank dimensions and labeling. B) contoured traces for a dielectric of 3.3 (dry sand). C) 664 

contoured traces for a dielectric of 6.5 (dry sand with 20% ethanol). D) contoured traces for a 665 

dielectric of 20.7 (wet sand with 5% ethanol). 666 

Figure 5.  Amplitude contours and individual traces for Profile 9 at times A-H (from 0 to 16 667 

hours).  The profile is located within the unsaturated zone.  Individual traces were extracted at 668 

the release point, at 72 cm and compared to initial conditions. 669 

Figure 6.  Amplitude contours and individual traces for Profile 21 at times A-H (from 0 to 16 670 

hours).  The profile is located within the capillary fringe.  Individual traces were extracted at the 671 

release point, at 72 cm and compared to initial conditions. 672 

Figure 7.  Amplitude contours and individual traces for Profile 33 at times A-H (from 0 to 16 673 

hours).  The profile is located below the water table.  Individual traces were extracted at the 674 

release point, at 72 cm and compared to initial conditions. 675 



Figure 8.  Power spectra and total power for ethanol release experiment.  A) power spectra for 676 

profile 9 before release. B) power spectra for profile 9 after release. C) Total power in profile 9 677 

for five snapshots during the release experiment. D) power spectra for profile 21 before release. 678 

E) power spectra for profile 21 after release. F) Total power in profile 21 for five snapshots 679 

during the release experiment. G) power spectra for profile 33 before release. H) power spectra 680 

for profile 33 after release. I) Total power in profile 33 for five snapshots during the release 681 

experiment. 682 
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Table 1.  Common electrical and electromagnetic properties for materials in the synthetic 687 

reflection models (Rucker and Ferré, 2003; Wightman et al., 2003; Werkema et al, 2010).  Note 688 

the ethanol and ethanol with brilliant blue FCF (BB) conductivities were direct measurements as 689 

part of this study. 690 
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Table 2.  Test cases for determining target quality for reflection analysis 697 
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